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New leadership,
continued vision
Welcome to the first issue of Pharmaceutical Commerce
under new ownership. As announced, MJH Life Sciences
acquired the multimedia platform in July, after 15
years of careful stewardship by founder Nick Basta. In
handing over the keys, Nick mentioned in this space the
unique educational role Pharmaceutical Commerce has served—bringing to light
useful information on business-impacting practices within an industry that has
experienced significant change. You’ve heard that latter part a lot in recent years, but
certainly, today, with the influences of a global pandemic, along with sweeping social,
cultural, and economic change, it’s not hyperbole. And equally so inside the industry
when applied to the not-so-easy task of uncovering what’s truly “needle-moving”—
the value from the noise—in a business with so many trigger points in the mix these
days, from science and technology, to pricing and policy, to just scratch the surface.
That’s why Pharmaceutical Commerce is not a general studies educator. As we take
the helm, much like our predecessor, we will seize on opportunities to educate and
enlighten in areas such as pharmaceutical distribution and supply chain management,
attempting to fill those knowledge gaps in process and strategy that can cloud the
complex path from product packaging....to pharmacy/point of care....to patient. Look
no further than our special coverage in this month’s issue on the pharma cold chain.
While our cover story (page 20) and contributed features are all closely linked around
the evolving demands for safe storage and transport of temperature-sensitive vaccines
and drugs, they all examine differing aspects of these journeys and potential solutions
to address the many related challenges, which are magnified today amid pursuits for
a COVID-19 vaccine and the steady emergence of cell and gene therapy.
We hope you find this issue a valuable resource as you tackle these challenges in
your daily work, or, like many, watch in anticipation how perhaps healthcare’s most
ambitious and complicated distribution effort ever will unfold.
As we continue and grow the vision of Pharmaceutical Commerce into the future,
feel free to send me tips or ideas on topics worth exploring or ways we can enhance
the coverage you’ve come to expect when opening these pages or visiting our
website. Consider it an educational investment.
- Mike Christel
©2020 MultiMedia Pharma Sciences LLC All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or trans-

mitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical including by photocopy, recording, or information storage and
retrieval, without permission in writing from the publisher. Authorization to photocopy items for internal/ educational or personal use, or the internal/educational or personal use of specific clients is granted by MultiMedia Pharma Sciences LLC for libraries and other users registered with the Copyright Clearance Center, 222 Rosewood Dr. Danvers, MA 01923, 978-750-8400
fax 978-646-8700 or visit http://www.copyright.com online. Periodicals Postage paid in Trenton NJ 08650 and at additional
mailing offices. For uses beyond those listed above, please direct your written request to Permission Dept. Alexa Rockenstein,
arockenstein@mjhlifesciences.com.
MultiMedia Pharma Sciences LLC provides certain customer contact data (such as customers’ names, addresses, phone
numbers, and e-mail addresses) to third parties who wish to promote relevant products, services, and other opportunities
that may be of interest to you. If you do not want MultiMedia Pharma Sciences LLC to make your contact information available
to third parties for marketing purposes, simply email mmhinfo@mmhgroup.com and a customer service representative will
assist you in removing your name from MultiMedia Pharma Sciences LLC lists.
Pharmaceutical Commerce does not verify any claims or other information appearing in any of the advertisements contained
in the publication, and cannot take responsibility for any losses or other damages incurred by readers in reliance of such content.
To subscribe, email mmhinfo@mmhgroup.com
For reprint requests, contact Todd Baker at 732-346-3002, tbaker@mjhlifesciences.com
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AAM has a new CEO, Dan Leonard
Generics trade association is confronting a new, post-pandemic era
Following the shift of Chester “Chip” Davis from the Assn.
of Affordable Medicines (AAM) to the leadership of the
Healthcare Distribution Alliance earlier this year, AAM has now
elected its new president and CEO: Dan Leonard, most recently
president and CEO of the National Pharmaceutical Council.
He also has prior executive experience at America’s Health
Insurance Plans, the trade association for that part of healthcare.
Leonard joins the organization at a crucial time: as a result
of the Covid-19 pandemic, shortcomings in the US’ domestic
pharmaceutical supply chain have become more visible—
specifically, the dependence of the US
pharma industry on non-US suppliers,
particularly APIs that are often
transformed into finished goods here.
(Finished goods coming from abroad
are also a concern.) AAM issued a
“Blueprint for Enhancing the Security
of the Pharmaceutical Supply Chain”
Dan Leonard
in April in which, after getting FDA
and other agencies to agree on essential
medicines, the federal government should provide:
• Long-term price and volume guaranteed contracts, including
for resupplying the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and for
Veterans Administration supply agreements.
• Grants to build or renovate facilities, and/or relocating ones
from abroad.
• Tax Incentives of 50% offsetting drug-manufacturing costs, a
20% R&D tax credit and excluding grants from calculations of
taxable income.
• Regulatory efficiencies to compel FDA to “streamline” regulatory review and to “collaborate” with the manufacturer.
• Trade agreements with “US allies” (including India but excluding China) to ensuring coordinated responses to pandemics and
natural disasters.
The Trump administration has been on its own path
toward addressing domestic drug manufacturing (in fact, there
is a problem in that multiple parts of the White House are
pursuing different paths.) President Trump signed an executive
order on Aug. 6 (amplifying one signed earlier in the spring),
“Ensuring Essential Medicines, Medical Countermeasures, and
Critical Inputs Are Made in the United States.” Like the AAM
Blueprint, it calls for defining essential medicines, and then
goes on to recommend steps to “accelerate the development
of cost-effective and efficient domestic production of
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Essential Medicines and Medical Countermeasures and have
adequate redundancy built into the domestic supply chain.”
However, other than allowing for a somewhat higher price for
domestically supplied essential medicines (versus imported
ones), it has no recommendations to fund manufacturing
expansion. It also invokes the Defense Production Act as
a means to obtain essential medicines—but that’s already
existing authority.

Where’s the money?

Which is not to say the Trump administration hasn’t ponied
up any funds. There was a $354-million grant (expandable
to $814 million) to Phlow Corp. in May for generic API
production. That originated with HHS’ Biomedical Advanced
Research and Development Authority (Barda) and the
Defense Dept. On a separate track, under the direction of
Trump’s economic adviser Peter Navarro, a $765-million loan
agreement with Eastman Kodak was announced in July. The
loan would originate under Defense Production Act authority,
and be administered by something called the US International
Development Finance Corp. (which, according to press
reports, has primarily been involved in smaller-scale funding of
humanitarian projects abroad). However, wildly gyrating Kodak
stock pricing in the aftermath of the announcement has put the
project on hold, pending an investigation by the Securities and
Exchange Commission.
Left unsaid, mostly, in all this buzz around the domestic
generics supply chain is that any federal action would take years
to have an effect on US production of generics. The Phlow
announcement did include mention of making some APIs
immediately available to the SNS, but that appeared to be based
on existing supplies; a new manufacturing plant is to be built.
There is a backdrop to all this: for most of the past decade,
the US pharma supply chain has suffered drug shortages,
mostly of generics and mostly of sterile injectables within that.
Studies have shown that one of the factors leading to these
shortages is the cutthroat competition to fulfill the pricing
dictates of group purchasing organizations (hospitals’ suppliers),
resulting in shuttered domestic production and more imports.
It’s a little ironic, too, that allowing for more-generous pricing
of generics would be proposed at the very time that the Trump
administration is pushing for lower drug prices overall..
AAM’s Leonard is facing a major challenge, but also a major
opportunity.

Digital pills, aka ‘ingestible sensors’, are at a crossroads
Proteus Digital Health, a pioneer, is sold, while EtectRx appoints a new CEO
EtectRx, one of a handful of companies pursuing what
has variously been called “digital medicine,” “digital pills”,
and “ingestible sensors,” has appointed Valerie Sullivan as
president and CEO, an executive experienced in patient
support functions, and is going forward with its ID-Cap
System for monitoring patients taking oral drugs.
Meanwhile, over the summer, a dramatic confrontation
has played out among investors in Proteus Digital Health,
one of the pioneering firms of this technology. Having
reached a market capitalization of $1.5 billion at one point
(and absorbing some $420 million of investor funds), a
bankruptcy judge approved the sale of the company to Otsuka
Pharmaceuticals, one of its investors (and customers), for
all of $15 million. Other investors, including Novartis, had
contended the price was a fire sale and that the company’s
600-some patents were worth considerably more, but the
bankruptcy judge disagreed.

EtectRx’s Sullivan says that in contrast to Proteus and
other companies in the digital pill arena, her company’s focus
is almost exclusively on patient adherence, in both clinical
trials and commercial brands. “This pandemic era we’re in
has ramped up interest in telehealth generally,” she says. “The
remote patient monitoring that ID-Cap System enables can
reduce clinical trial costs, eliminate non-adherence among
patients, and allow for real-time intervention with them.”
Once the EtectRx capsule is swallowed, a signal of that
event is received (via a wearable reader that transmits to a
smartphone) by a clinician within six minutes.
EtectRx has four NIH-sponsored trials running or about
to start up, involving HIV treatment or prevention and a
variety of shorter- and longer-term adherence studies.
Otsuka’s interest in Proteus has been based on AbilifyMyCite (aripiprazole tablets with sensor), for various
mental-health conditions.
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The link between your cold chain
and your bottom line

efficiency.

When prescription drugs need to be stored, shipped and delivered at
a certain temperature, the integrity of that drug depends on reliable
temperature stability. What’s more with many of these therapies
valued at tens of thousands of dollars, the cost of a temperature
excursion can create significant financial risk for manufacturers, sites of
care and the parties that handle the product in the supply chain. And
most importantly, can compromise efficacy and safety for patients.
The best way to mitigate risk is to work with an experienced partner
with deep experience in the pharmaceutical supply chain. Qualified
partners will be familiar with the regulations, invested in staying
current with changes and be able to offer a range of shipping options
designed for pharmaceutical products. In addition to minimized losses
due to damage or adulteration, companies will gain peace of mind
knowing that their product will reach patients on time and intact.

Because there is no need to wait on a custom solution, products can
get to market faster and more efficiently. 3PL Services and EFP also
collaborate to evaluate potential cost savings for on-market products.
One of our clients was spending $20,000 on their cold chain shipping
solution over the course of six months. After implementing the prequalified solution, they saw a 50% savings over that same time period.
“Not only can clients experience savings with the purchasing scale
of Cardinal Health, we’ve also helped reduce shipping costs and
environmental impact by identifying lighter and more compact
options,” says Jason Cook, Warehouse Operations Director, Cardinal
Health 3PL Services.

A new prescription for pack-outs
How cold-chain products travel through the supply chain involves
many considerations. Shipper packaging is chief among them. The
Pharmaceutical Commerce 2020 Biopharma Cold Chain Source Book
reports that of the $17.2 billion to be spent this year on cold chain
logistics, approximately $5 billion will be invested in packaging. As new
cold chain products come to market, custom packaging is typically
designed, created, tested and ordered. However, there are weak links in
this chain—speed to market and cost. Custom packaging takes time
and money to develop. Long wait times to develop the right solution
can set a launch back weeks or even months.

Scale that delivers savings
The pursuit of efficiency and value doesn’t stop with packaging.
Shared resource logistics may offer additional savings and simplicity
for product shipments going to common wholesaler and specialty
pharmacy destinations. The Cardinal Health 3PL Services Exclusive
Pharmaceutical Transportation Network (EPTN) consolidates
shipments from different pharmaceutical manufacturers onto
shared routes to offer more efficient shipping lanes. EPTN trucks are
temperature controlled, maintaining a set point of 5C/40F, regardless
of the temperature outside. Cold chain products are accommodated
without the need for special packaging and handling. Each truck
is qualified and quality monitored to ensure temperature control.
(What’s more, most ambient products can safely travel at 5C/40F for
the ≤48-hour length of the network’s routes.)

Cardinal Health 3PL Services worked with EFP LLC, a trusted supplier
to the pharma, biotech, food and special materials industries, to
implement a solution that brings efficiency to the identification of
cold-chain shipping solutions: pre-qualified cold chain pack outs.

While problems with cold chain distribution can have an outsized
impact on the bottom line, it is a controllable risk. Companies can
work to stay current with regulations and reporting requirements and
evaluate packaging solutions by working with an experienced partner.

Learn more at cardinalhealth.com/pharma3PL.
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3PL selection as part of

product launch process

BY JESSICA RANDOLPH, TWO LABS

I

t might seem that in this world of distancing and
delays, working with external partners would
be one of the most difficult parts of launching a
pharmaceutical product. When it comes to third-party
logistics providers (3PLs), however, who are one of the
first distribution decisions for manufacturers to make,
that doesn’t seem to be the case.
Since decisions about 3PL partners heavily impact state
licensing strategy, it’s important that manufacturers move
quickly and think ahead on this step. And because this has
always been my preferred approach in working through the
supply chain process, I’ve found that 3PL partners can show
a significant amount of flexibility in how they approach RFPs,
introductory calls, capability presentations, and audits. Today,
adding in the need to make all of this remote, 3PLs have
continued to remain engaged and responsive as we work to
define timelines in this world of uncertainty.

Benefits of 3PLs

Before discussing best practices for selecting and working
with a 3PL, it’s important to understanding the alternative,
and then why many virtual manufacturers choose to work
with 3PLs. Instead of using a 3PL partner, another option
would be to go direct to wholesale from the CMO. For
companies who choose this option, I would argue that they
aren’t seeing the full picture of what a 3PL can do for them.
People often think of them as only helping with picking,
packing, and shipping, but if you find the right partner, they
are so much more than that. Of course, there are variations in
needs depending on what distribution channel the product
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is intended for—widespread generic to retail pharmacies,
specialty to clinics or hospitals, direct delivery to patient, etc.
—but across the board, some of the benefits of working with
a 3PL are that they:
• Reduce the legwork for state licensing by allowing virtual
manufacturers to operate under their licenses.
• Provide leverage and convenience for buying power and rates
for freight, packing, and shipping supplies by passing their
costs to the manufacturer at a nominal markup.
• Provide full order-to-cash functions, managing accounts
receivable, data management and reporting, invoicing, chargebacks, returns, etc. This support is valuable for manufacturers
who are often working with lean resources and manpower.
• Provide storage for the large product lots they are producing,
avoiding the need to lease extra storage space or sell to the rate
of production, which is usually not feasible.

Selecting partner

For manufacturers who are still looking for their partners,
it was always best to conduct an on-site visit when possible,
since that’s the best way to assess cultural and value alignment.
For obvious reasons, this is no longer option No. 1. As a
result, companies have had to figure out how to translate the

personable experience of an on-site visit through a computer
camera.
On the 3PL side, many vendors and partners have been
very intentional about putting their own spin on the process to
make it come to life. They bring in all the subject matter experts
that are relevant to the project (which was more difficult when
we were all traveling), so that the client can get answers to
their questions and meet everyone involved. I’ve seen one
3PL bring in a cameraman to show the process of picking
and packing a product, which added significantly more value
than pre-taped footage, as it allows for the opportunity for
live questions and interaction. Another potential vendor sent
samples of validated packaging out to the customer.
For those in the process of selecting 3PL partners ahead of
launch, the first priority would be to keep the process moving
forward since it will have an impact on your state licensing
strategy. Virtual manufacturers often don’t physically touch
their products, so many states take the stance that it’s the 3PL
that needs the license since they are handling and shipping the
product. Therefore, many state licensing applications require
manufacturers to list its selected 3PL—some even require a
copy of the letter of intent or a fully executed contract—to
prove that an adequate handler is in place.
For manufacturers with existing arrangements with 3PL
vendors, the most important thing to prioritize is regular,
open, and transparent communication. Your partners should
be providing you with business updates, COVID-19 impacts,
CMO import statuses, and carrier updates.

Virtual audits

Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, many manufacturers have
delayed official audits until it is safer for them to conduct an
on-site visit. In these cases, they may sign a letter of intent that
includes a contingency of having a successful on-site audit.
This allows for contracting and implementation to move
forward, but still protects the manufacturer from being locked
into a contract without having all the process knowledge and

quality signoff it needs. For this to happen successfully, it helps
for the 3PL to be over-communicating about the dates that
they expect to reopen for in-person visits. Doing so allows for
the manufacturer to proactively schedule a visit, and for the
3PL to prioritize visits from different customers based on their
product launch dates.
There is also the option of selecting virtual solutions to
reduce the in-person components of the audit. Some of these
include quality questionnaires, secure data rooms for SOP
review, and virtual audits. During this instances, how a virtual
solution might play out is largely dependent on the comfort
level of the manufacturer.

Attention to detail

In today’s increasingly challenging and uncertain product
launch landscape, it is critical for 3PLs to maintain flexibility in
service support. Many biopharma companies are performing
labors of love to keep their products moving toward launch
and require a partner to match their dedication. Ask questions,
and show your ability to provide customized solutions. It’s not
easy to convey passion and commitment virtually, but this can
be the biggest differentiator in a competitive market.
In many ways, while operating in a virtual world isn’t ideal,
this is a great time to vet partners on how they work in a crisis.
The industry today is seeing, in real-time, which companies
are able to rise to the occasion and optimize their processes to
be as flexible for a product launch effort as possible. Many have
responded to selection times shortened from the traditional
four months to two months. They have also allowed clients to
begin implementation earlier to ease concerns about current
uncertainties. My trust in this space has only increased as I’ve
watched organizations change and evolve to serve customers
in this unique and difficult time.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jessica Randolph is Senior Account Director for Commercialization
for Two Labs
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Some like it cold

We’ve got temperature
control down cold
UPS has specialized in cold chain logistics for decades. Riding
our expertise, experience and infrastructure, your healthcare
shipments speed safely between facilities and patients.

Chill with us at
ups.com/healthcare

Biologics represent 55 percent of all new drugs in
development— an explosive new frontier.

Here’s how this helps you:

Think flu vaccines. Think Botox. It’s nearly certain, too, that any
potential COVID-19 vaccine will be a biologic.

•

Such delicate drugs must be transported from manufacturing
facility to patient—and all stops between—under far more
exacting conditions than traditional medications. One degree
can compromise a life-preserving treatment. A lost half-hour
in transport can mean a lost cure.

Logistics like this are the future.

•

Our cold chain keeps biologics healthy.

For more than 20 years, UPS Healthcare has aggressively
invested in infrastructure and expertise to create a cold chain
logistics network that’s precise, productive, scalable
and smart.

Reduces the handling of your temperature-sensitive
products, mitigating possible temperature excursions.
Allows for complete supply chain optimization for both
service and cost.

Here’s why. Today’s global specialty pharma supply chain
handles normal day-to-day shipping volumes … plus,
seasonally, millions of doses of flu vaccines.
We can see, however, that accelerated research all around the
world will likely soon lead to a COVID-19 vaccine. Then
what happens? The global healthcare cold chain must quickly
scale to support the packaging, transportation, warehousing
and distribution of two billion vaccine doses.
Some believe we’ll need 5.5 billion doses to build herd
immunity … spiking to 11 billion doses if a vaccine requires
two shots. The surge will come … and we hope it’s soon.

Skilled healthcare logistics professionals operate our
network. Our 9.5 million square feet of customized,
healthcare-licensed warehousing supports 135,000
customers worldwide who make 420 million shipments
a year.

UPS Healthcare will be ready.

Partnership. Plans. Processes. All. And guess what? Once
you’ve managed the surge, your fully developed cold chain
will be waiting and ready for new waves of biologics to come.

The cold chain’s UPS Temperature True® portfolio oﬀers
temperature-sensitive storage and transportation solutions
and consultative expertise. UPS® Premier, an express lane
network-within-a-network, provides critical healthcareproduct shipping options supported by next-generation
sensors and tracking technology.

You’ll look visionary.

UPS Healthcare oﬀers you the capabilities, global network
and scale to meet the complex requirements we foresee for
COVID-19 vaccine and therapy distribution … and all other cold
chain challenges.

Our UPS Healthcare cold chain is holistic, end-to-end, with
quality systems installed in storage facilities, manufacturing
plants, distribution centers, warehouses, and on planes and
delivery vehicles. We oversee temperatures, times of storage,
handling procedures and every other facet of distribution.

“For more than 20 years, UPS Healthcare has aggressively
invested in infrastructure and expertise to create a cold chain
logistics network that’s precise, productive, scalable and smart.”
© 2020 United Parcel Service of America, Inc. UPS, the UPS brandmark and the color
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Fresh perspectives on

pandemic response

A conversation with Nicolette Louissaint, president

of Healthcare Ready

MICHAEL CHRISTEL

W

hile still a “card-carrying pharmacologist” today, Dr. Nicolette Louissaint points
out proudly, the trained chemical engineer, with an accomplished academic
background in biological and molecular sciences, has always had a superseding
draw to biomedical research in the context of finding solutions for broader populations. A drive
Louissaint, currently executive director and president of health preparedness and response
nonprofit Healthcare Ready, believes made her transition into the world of emergency response
a natural one. “It’s understanding the integration of practical challenges that are faced by
communities and patients with how best to create a science- and evidence-based-led response to
address those challenges,” says Louissaint, whose initial work in this area focused on HIV and ways
to ensure drugs for the disease could maintain thermal stability and be safely distributed.
More crises would come calling. During the height of
the Ebola epidemic of 2014, Louissant served as the senior
advisor to the US State Department’s special coordinator for
Ebola. She joined Healthcare Ready a year later and assumed
the leadership role in 2017. The organization supports supply
chains through collaboration with public health and private
sectors. Last year, Louissaint was appointed to serve on FEMA’s
National Advisory Council. Also with experience in areas such
as health IP, trade issues, and technology transfers, she recently
earned an MBA from the University of Baltimore.
Pharmaceutical Commerce caught up with Louissaint to
discuss the response to the COVID-19 outbreak.
1. Healthcare Ready has a history of responding to
disasters like Hurricane Katrina; how has the COVID-19
pandemic played out differently?
One of the challenges that’s a bit distinct in a pandemic
is that while the recovery phase for a catastrophic hurricane
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like a Katrina or even a Harvey, Irma, or Maria, that tail
for recovery is quite long. However, when you’re thinking
about a pandemic, the response window, the amount of time
when you’re in active response, is extremely long. It’s a very
intensive effort that involves a lot of coordination, a lot of
deep focus and information sharing, And to sustain that level
of engagement in response for months on end is exhausting.
It strains partnerships, it strains capacities, but it also strains
resources. It’s going to pull from the resources that we would
normally use toward hurricane season or wildfire season.
Being able to shift resources from one region that may not
have a pressing need to a region that has a greater need is a
standard part of many of the emergency response plans that
are in place. The complexity, however, is when you’re thinking
about a pandemic where the need is global. It’s not quite as
straightforward. Especially a few months ago, there were
many parts of the world that were dealing with extreme strain
at the same time.

I don’t know that I would say one [calamity] is necessarily
worse than the other. The acute needs that result are acute
needs and if you are a patient or a member of a community and
you have been severely impacted, it doesn’t matter.
2. How involved is Healthcare Ready during events like
these in making sure pharmaceuticals and medical
supplies get to where they’re supposed to go?
That’s a big part of what we support—the coordination
across the entire supply chain. As it relates to patients, first and
foremost you’re thinking about who has been impacted by the
virus itself, and the medicines that are going to be needed to
treat those patients. In the case of COVID-19-infected patients,
you’re not dealing with a therapy or a cure, but you are dealing
with treatments that may be needed to help them recover.
One very clear example is ventilator usage. Those are painful
devices, and when an individual is being ventilated, there are
medicines that are typically administered to deal with the
pain and with sedation and things of that nature. So you really
can’t just have ventilators without having ventilator-associated
medicines. Those are the types of things that you think about
for those individuals who are actually fighting the disease itself.
3. How frustrating was it, particularly at the height of
outbreak, dealing with the reported shortage of pain
drugs for these patients ?
There were some spots shortages and some challenges, but
there were also a number of substitutions and products that
were ramped up in production or that were procured from
generic partners, including international manufacturers, to be
able to assist. What happens in a scenario like that is, while there
are an abundance of ventilator medicines for a normal time, it’s
difficult to predict that you would need ventilator-assisted
medicines prior to the pandemic. It’s not a countermeasure, it’s
an assisted therapy.

But then there was also focused effort on making sure both
the primary and the secondary preferred medicines that were
able to safely ventilate patients were being made available, and
that there was continuity in the coordination and information
sharing with federal government partners as well as with the
manufacturers, the distributors, the GPOs, and the hospitals—
so that there was visibility in what hospitals needed and what
they were ordering. And, in addition, there was guidance and
discussions with the federal partners as it related to being able
to allocate and distribute the product that was available based
on the number of COVID-infected patients and the actual
immediate need. Also important was the coordination with
manufacturers to make sure that production was being ramped
up and that there was some sense of what would be needed to
be able to overcome those shortages.
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Other key roles for the pharmaceutical supply chain,
especially, involve developing medical countermeasures and
the process of developing potential vaccines and therapies,
and making sure that the manufacturing plans will be able
to develop those vaccines and therapies in a way that allows
for the necessary surge, but also doesn’t hinder capacity to
continue production of products that are needed right now.
In the midst of thinking about individuals who may be
infected with COVID or might be infected in the future, we’ve
also got to remember that there are a number of chronic care
patients that have needs for medicines every day. One of the
most important components of what the pharmaceutical supply
chain has had to continue to do is ensure that the medicines that
these patients need to remain healthy and manage their chronic
illness are available to them. That is a major priority—making
sure that we’re not so focused on just surging up production of
therapies or vaccines related to COVID.

pharmacies, FEMA, etc.—has there been a “banding
together” type of mindset that has carried through?
Absolutely. It’s all about being able to coordinate and not just
among competitors that are within the same part of the supply
chain, but truly across the supply chain. There’s been a real
desire that we’ve seen from manufacturers, distributors, GPOs,
pharmacy partners, ancillary care health system providers,
collectively, working together. Because some of it is about
sharing what they’re seeing. How can we shine a light on our
perspective so you know what we need, or we can explain the
things that we need you to search on in a way that makes sense
and was helpful?
That coordinated activity got most mobilized in February
and March, and we’ve been able, from the Healthcare
Ready side, support it. There’s definitely been a real spirit of
partnership. I’ve seen partners across the supply chain lean into
working together to tackle an issue more than the opposite.

4. Do you think the industry/ healthcare systems have
done a good job in addressing those patient needs?
I’ve been really proud to see the way in which our partners,
both public and private, have come together to do everything,
from the messaging, in a manner that allows for the type
of information sharing, the type of access to advocates and
partners and community organizations that can help ease the
navigation for patients. Helping them understand what to do if
you’ve lost insurance, for example. Thinking about things like
emergency refills and even explaining the difference between
hoarding and stockpiling and preparedness. How many refills
should they have on hand at a given time? Can we figure out
ways to expedite their ability to do mail order refills and things
of that nature, and having an entire supply chain be prepared
to support that surge?
Because when stay-at-home orders were coming in March,
we saw a lot of patient rushing to their pharmacies to try to get
those emergency prescription refills and figure out how much
of their refill they could get. That puts a strain on the supply
chain as well because of the number of individuals that are
dependent on chronic care maintenance meds.

6. As discussed, there was an initial reaction to the
pandemic of higher demand for pharma products. How
did distributors balance that need with making sure they
were protecting their own workers and drivers?
One of the most important things that we’ve all had to
remember is how much the situation has evolved. At the
beginning of the pandemic, when we were thinking about
stay-at-home orders and there were also some states that
had geographical restrictions, requiring, basically, that if
[distributors] go into the state or if they cross state lines or
are near a hospital, they are required to then self-isolate or
quarantine for 14 days. With that, you’re thinking about the
challenges for distributors, especially not having enough
drivers; they can’t afford for every driver to have to self-isolate
after a single delivery or a day of deliveries.
So we had to work on everything from clarifying that type
of a mandate or request in order to make sure that either there
were exemptions that were in place for drivers or that it was
clear how they were going to be able to monitor symptoms
or what was truly being expected of them. There were a lot
of discussions regarding [personal protective equipment]
utilization based on the science of understanding what the
appropriate level of PPE would be for a delivery driver if they
are making contact with the hospital, if they’re delivering
to a secondary site. Also what the appropriate disinfection

5. You mentioned the toll these coordinated efforts
can have on partner relationships. Among distribution
channels—manufacturers, wholesalers, retail
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and sanitation practices would be for a
DC or warehouse. We did a lot of work
making sure that we were sharing the
information that became available from
the CDC, but also that our distributor
partners had an opportunity to review
and ask very specific questions that
would have been unique to distribution.
We wanted to make sure that as the
response surged, that it was as easy as
possible for them to know what was
required. We needed to also, from our
vantage point, make sure that we were
educating our government partners to
understand that we need federal, state,
and local coordination on these issues
related to DCs, specifically distribution, because there are many
times where products will be moving across multiple states.
One thing that I saw all of our distributor partners do,
which was commendable, was work with their customers
to make sure that they had ironed out processes for what
deliveries would look like, what the cadence of those deliveries
would be, where the drivers were approved to make deliveries,
etc. The goal was to make sure that they were protecting their
drivers but also protecting their customers. By having better
control over that handoff and that actual worker protection,
they were able to protect their workers and drivers in a way
that I think made it much easier for us to sustain ongoing
deliveries and distribution throughout the entire response.

the healthcare side, and using it to
improve the way in which we’re taking
care of communities and patients in
response.
It’s important to remember we saw
uprisings and civil unrest across the
country in response to the killings of
Breonna Taylor, George Floyd, and
Ahmaud Arbery. We saw the need to
maintain logistics in cities that may not
have had an access and reentry point
for COVID, but did have a blockade up
because of unrest and protests. Things
are happening at the same time, and
it’s a reminder that you don’t have a
plan or create a capability for just one type
of hazard. What you do is make sure that that capacity can
actually work across multiple hazards.

Things are
happening at the
same time. It’s
a reminder that
you don’t create a
capability for just
one type of hazard

7. Might these experiences and practice adjustments
lead to a new business model in pharma distribution?
I don’t know what the future holds. There’s so much
uncertainty right now. But I think what has been made clear is
the capacity that the entire supply chain has, and the vastness
of their resilience plans and the need to be able to have
recovery and resilience plans that coordinate across the sectors.
Everything from the way in which AmerisourceBergen worked
with the federal government to help move [emergency-use
drug] remdesivir at their direction, to the way in which GPOs
like Premier were able to make sure they were coordinating
and sharing insights they were getting at the hospital level with
the federal government. It’s taking that insider capacity from

8. As preparation for the distribution of vaccines and/
or therapies for COVID-19 ramps up, is there a preferred
approach that Healthcare Ready supports?
What we support are around principles rather than a
specific plan. We support making sure that science is guiding
the distribution plan and that we are leveraging existing
capacities to be able to move the product. We’re also supportive
of the work that the National Academies is doing on behalf of
the CDC to be able to determine equitable allocation and
distribution of vaccines. That is a very complicated set of
issues related to coordinating just how you determine across
a range of ethical- and equity-based issues, how to allocate
a vaccine once one becomes available and what principles
should you use as a guide. We’re very supportive of the
National Academies as they’re looking to help create some
guiding principles and a framework for that.
Science will be the guide. As we learn more about the
potential vaccines and we understand which are likely to be
approved and then are ultimately approved, there will be a
distribution plan that accompanies that. There are a number
of partnerships that have been forged, even in assistance
ramping up for production, which will certainly change the
speed at which product becomes available and needs to be
pushed out. We’re watching that all very closely.
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Today’s pharma cold
Both COVID-19 vaccine delivery and the growth
storage and shipping temperatures

chain is going cryogenic
of cellular/genetic therapies call for lower
Credit: sola_sola - stock.adobe.com

SUZANNE SHELLEY, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

P

roviders of temperature-controlled packaging, storage, and
shipping capabilities for the biopharmaceutical industry are
about to face their potentially finest moment. Though they
are used to navigating a uniquely complex supply chain, today’s
demands—framed by a worldwide pandemic—are unprecedented,
and will require next-level support across critical functions such as
logistics planning and data monitoring, analysis, and communications.

“Between the pressure to develop and commercialize
a COVID-19 vaccine, the continued global demand for
seasonal flu vaccines, and efforts to advance many promising
cell and gene therapies (CGTs), it’s clear that companies
throughout the pharmaceutical cold-chain infrastructure are
juggling multiple priorities—all of them critical to lifesaving
efforts,” says Vivian Berni, director of product management
for Sonoco ThermoSafe, also noting existing responsibilities
in managing the usual volume of temperature-sensitive
therapies and vaccines already on the market.
Rather than relying solely on express deliveries made
directly from the manufacturer to the point of care, the
pharmaceutical cold chain typically involves multiple
players, working in close coordination, to execute a number
of handoffs. Pharmaceutical shipments are moved from
the manufacturing site, through storage depots, trucks,
planes, and ships, to reach the ultimate destination, usually
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a hospital, clinic, or pharmacy. As pharma companies entrust
their cargo to others, there is very little room for error in each
of these segmented journeys.
“The COVID-19 pandemic has created new logistical
challenges and new country-specific regulations,” says Nick
Porter, senior vice president of global commercial at World
Courier, a part of AmerisourceBergen. “This has reinforced
the importance of partnering with a specialty logistics
provider that has a global network and a team that can
mobilize contingency plans quickly, if needed, to identify an
alternative route or to communicate with local officials.”
With multiple stakeholders involved in cold-chain
shipments—and numerous touch points along the way—
no single party has ultimate control over the integrity of
the shipment, notes Dharmesh Chauhan, sales director
at Softbox, a provider of temperature-control packaging
systems and thermal covers for the life sciences industry.

“This raises the stakes for all companies involved,” he says.
AmerisourceBergen, to better support customers, recently
integrated World Courier, a global logistics provider, and
Integrated Commercialization Solutions (ICS), a thirdparty logistics (3PL) company—creating a single specialty
logistics partner. According to executives, its cryogenic
supply chain includes vapor-charged cryogenic storage
systems and temperature-controlled packaging solutions that
enable product transport from manufacturer location to its
3PL storage facility and then to each point of care.
Reducing the number of handoffs can help eliminate
potential weak points in the cold chain, says Wes Wheeler,
president of UPS Healthcare. To that end, he expects to see
more stringent standards and regulations—and increasingly
optimized supply chain practices—installed to ensure
quality management systems are standardized for high-value
biopharma products such as CGTs and immunotherapies.

Rising to the challenge

Today, the stakes are higher than ever in the pharma cold
chain—at all ends of the spectrum. Large-scale-wise, the cold
chain industry is bracing for the arrival of the first of several
COVID-19 vaccines resulting from the US’s Operation Warp
Speed initiative and parallel efforts elsewhere in the world.
Once approved, billions of doses of a new COVID-19 vaccine will need to be delivered to patients across the globe—
quite literally on a moment’s notice.
Meanwhile, smaller in scope, the complex cold-chain
requirements associated with managing shipments of ultrasmall volumes of temperature-sensitive CGTs are creating
new demands, as the pipeline for these advanced therapies
continues to grow. Under a typical CGT scenario, a single
vial of biological materials (blood or tissue) must be extracted from the patient, and then safeguarded through its
journey. That involves transfer from the clinical setting to a
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laboratory, where the sample is manipulated biochemically
or genetically, and then sent back to the clinic for infusion.
While losses associated with temperature excursions
during cold-chain storage and transportation efforts remain a hidden cost of doing business—in terms of spoiled
product, excess inventory, and delayed deliveries—today’s
cold-chain suppliers are also expanding their arsenal of data-collection tools, and leaning more heavily on the use of
telemetry, advanced monitoring systems, and sophisticated
data-driven modeling tools, to reduce the frequency and
likelihood of preventable delays and temperature excursions.
“There is continued focus on controlling the total cost
of cold-chain supply logistics, which, as
a rule of thumb, account for roughly 5–10% of the total cost of biologic
therapies and vaccines,” says Richard
Ettl, CEO of SkyCell AG, noting that
if there is a temperature excursion,
the product cannot be released to patients—instead, a replacement pallet
must be shipped immediately. “This
makes a real difference when we’re
talking about pallets of vaccines that
may be valued at $500,000 each,” he
adds.
While today’s new shipping and
data-management devices are providing real-time visibility into the status and condition of a
shipment, it is critical that these tools are able to be reprogrammed on the fly to better ward off potential obstacles,
contends Mark Sawicki, PhD, chief commercial officer,
Cryoport. He says such capabilities are in the process of
being established through augmented GPS using Bluetooth,
WiFi, Internet of things (IoT) technology, next-generation data loggers, enhanced software management services,
geofencing capabilities, and expanded use of radio-frequency identification. Sawicki adds that the eventual rollout of
5G-enabled sensors should help to open up access to larger
amounts of location and temperature data.
David Goldberg, CEO of DHL Global Forwarding in the
US, believes industry investment in rapid digitization of supply-chain data analytics has been solid, and sees a concerted
effort among shippers to use passive cold-chain packaging to
augment active packaging options. “Improved data analytics

allow for near-real-time mode optimization, and more effective use of ocean versus air freight,” he says.

Market dynamics

Under the cold-chain umbrella, the “refrigerated” category (2 to 8°C) is by far the largest category by value. However,
among today’s newer CGT offerings, other novel biologic
therapies, and several of the COVID-19 vaccine candidates
currently in clinical trials, there is increasing demand for
maintaining product at “deep frozen” temperatures (on the
order of -40 to -80°C), and “cryogenic” (requiring liquid nitrogen; -160 to -180°C).
As of early 2020, annual global sales
of biologics and vaccines—which require strict temperature control—exceeded $340 billion. Amid the continued growth of these markets,
cold-chain logistics account for nearly
18% of all biopharma logistics spending, according to the 2020 Biopharma
Cold Chain Sourcebook published by
Pharmaceutical Commerce.
On the R&D side, cold-chain providers routinely support thousands
of clinical trials, delivering temperature-sensitive drugs to study sites and
laboratories around the globe. The 2020 market size for this sector is valued at about $3.8 billion, according to the Sourcebook, and the continued expansion of
clinical trials logistics is projected to grow at a rate of about
3% per year, to about $4.2 billion by 2024.
Overall, global pharmaceutical sales are expected reach
$1.58 trillion by 2024, according to IQVIA Institute projections released in March. By 2024, experts predict five of the
top 10 best-sellers will be drugs requiring 2–8°C cold-chain
storage and handling.
In 2019, FDA’s Center for Biologic Evaluation and Research
(CBER), which handles the review of vaccines and blood
products, approved 22 licenses for new biologic products,
21 of which require cold-chain handling, the Sourcebook reports. (In 2018, 20 such products were approved, 16 requiring
cold-chain handling).
“Cost-reduction efforts go beyond just the cost of the
packaging and freight but require an assessment of the costs

Cold-chain logistics
account for
nearly 18% of all
biopharma logistics
spending
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of inventory and labor to complete the pack-out of temperature-controlled products as well,” says Ron Haub, segment
director/general manager, Sonoco ThermoSafe. “Working
closely with our clients, we try to identify ways to help them
open up warehouse space, by holding temperature-controlled inventory and providing it on a just-in-time basis.”
Haub notes that the expanded use of preconditioned shippers can also help to reduce the amount of refrigerator/freezer space required, and that preconditioned shippers are more
simple to pack, reducing what he says is usually a 10-plusstep process to just two or three steps, saving time and labor.
Tighter process integration can also yield benefits. For
example, SkyCell says it was able to create a direct savings
of $120 million for one of the world’s top vaccine producers.
“Before, the client had almost 30 different solutions in operation to handle its cold-chain distribution and management
operations,” says Ettl. “We standardized and streamlined the
overall approach to provide near-real-time IoT insights that
let us pivot to redirect shipments more quickly.”

The elephant in the room

As the world awaits anxiously for the first approved
COVID-19 vaccine(s), one perhaps underappreciated element of the overall challenge is whether the existing coldchain infrastructure will be able to manage the distribution
of unprecedented volumes of the vaccine, to every corner of
the globe, nearly concurrently.
While specific details related to temperature, shipping,
and dosing requirements for those vaccines that will end
up in mass distribution are not yet known, billions of the
first-approved vaccines will be quickly thrust into the
supply chain to meet enormous, pent-up global demand.
Stakeholders interviewed for this article described this looming challenge as “historic in scope…utterly unprecedented…a mammoth challenge… truly awe-inspiring…by far,
one of the largest challenges we have faced in our lifetime.”
“Many of these investigational COVID-19 vaccines are
expected to be in a frozen format, but this is not typical for
many of the biologic drug products in the supply chain today
(which require refrigerated but not cryogenic temperatures),”
says Adam Tetz, director of worldwide marketing for Pelican
BioThermal. “Once approved, the new COVID-19 vaccines
will be manufactured at a rate of millions of doses per week
and will need immediate worldwide distribution, so we are

CSafe Global’s temperature-controlled containers await
transport by airline partner LATAM Cargo. Credit: CSafe Global
going to see a critical crunch, in terms of the existing coldchain capacity worldwide.”
Patrick Schafer, CEO of CSafe Global, a provider of coldchain shipping solutions, notes that COVID is the first pandemic the modern cold chain has had to manage. While
global demand will be significant, ongoing demand for other
pharmaceuticals will not wane simply because a COVID-19
vaccine is ready to ship, he stresses. “This effort will require
coordination on a scale we’ve never seen,” says Schafer.
“The market is not currently prepared to handle the way
the expected COVID-19 vaccine will need to be distributed,
so there is a lot of concurrent activity around building up
the basic systems and adding capacity to the system,” adds
Sawicki. “One silver lining, though, is that this is also creating a lot of business opportunity for many companies in this
space.”
To get a sense of the scale and the capacity gap the industry is facing, consider, in 2020, an estimated 194 million to
198 million doses of the seasonal flu vaccine will be transported (up from 175 million doses in 2019), according to
the CDC, notes Angela Kerr, VP of product and program
management at SpotSee.
According to Ettl, the industry moves about one million
pallets of cold-chain pharmaceutical and life sciences products by air every year. He says if a single-dose COVID-19
vaccine is approved, there could be an additional 160,000
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UPS Healthcare is building freezer farms at locations in
Louisville, Kentucky and the Netherlands. Credit: UPS Healthcare
pallets entering the supply chain annually. If two doses are
required, demand could grow to a half million additional
pallets each year. “We need to work closely together to collaborate—even if we are competitors—because this unprecedented, high-stakes challenge will be too big for any one
player to manage alone,” says Ettl.
Key challenges, Tetz adds, include developing plans to
convert passenger planes to cargo planes to enable more cargo capacity, and establishing deep-freeze/blast-freezer farms
at major distribution points worldwide.
On the shipping front, after a 35-year hiatus, American
Airlines announced in August that it had expanded its cargo-only service. Starting this month, the company began
offering 1,000 regular cargo-only flights, serving 32 destinations worldwide, on top of 1,200 regular passenger flights
that also offer partial cargo service. Schafer points out it’s not
just a matter of having enough active air cargo containers,
but providing containers that can maintain a potentially wide
temperature range for extended durations of time. This will
be particularly crucial for vaccines shipped to new or remote
locations far from a major port city.
“Trying to envision the distribution needs for the
COVID-19 vaccine is creating a very fluid and dynamic situation,” says Thomas Heinzen, vice president of corporate
development for Cryoport, which is supporting logistics
for eight COVID-19 vaccines and/or therapies currently in
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clinical trials. “All sorts of different methods of distribution
are being explored, and the fact that multiple vaccines could
be approved, each with different dosage and temperature requirements during storage, distribution, and administration,
just adds to the overall complexity.”
To prepare for the significant capacity surge, several companies are in the process of building giant freezer farms. For
example, UPS Healthcare is currently installing two such
units in Louisville, Kentucky and the Netherlands (both
near global UPS air hubs) comprised of hundreds of -80°C
freezers. “Each of these will be capable of scaling up to 300
freezers and each freezer will be capable of storing 40,000
to 50,000 individual vials of vaccine,” says Wheeler. “We are
also moving the same freezers in key clinical trial locations in
South America, Germany, and the UK, and we are discussing
humanitarian efforts as well.” UPS Healthcare’s clinical subsidiary Marken is working with several biopharma companies and their partners on COVID-19 vaccine and treatment
development efforts.
Similarly, in July, DHL opened a $1.6-million, 20,000
square-foot cold-storage facility in Indianapolis, which houses three temperature-controlled chambers with variable
temperature options, and FedEx revealed this summer that it
would be adding 10 freezer facilities, with more expected to
follow, to meet the coming demand.
Last month, the US Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) and Department of Defense (DoD), in support of Operation Warp Speed, tapped McKesson Corporation

as a central distributor for future COVID-19 vaccines and related supplies.
Meanwhile, producers of specialized cold-chain packaging are also ramping up production. For example, Tetz says
Pelican BioThermal is “pre-buying” supplies and components and has three global manufacturing centers it can use
to manufacture product quickly to meet anticipated demand.
“We are also actively converting our main products to provide a dry ice capacity and looking at adapting our dry ice
parcel shippers, expanding the range of sizes to handle a wide
array of payload volumes,” he adds.
Vaccines in development based on mRNA (using RNAcontaining vectors) are particularly promising, but pose
considerable cold-chain challenges. Chauhan notes that
while these vaccines enable rapid development, low-cost
manufacturing, and large-scale production, they may require
ultra-low-temperature distribution levels (around -80°C) to
keep the mRNA proteins viable prior to administration. “The
current global supply chain is not fully geared up to handle
this,” he says.
Adding to the challenge, Kerr points out, will be the need
for any type of vaccine approved for the novel coronavirus to
reach many developing nations concurrently, where gaps in
existing infrastructures will create additional “last-mile” obstacles. On top of those, Sawicki notes that particularly in remote
regions and developing nations, there may not be freezers to
maintain adequate storage temperatures at the point of care.
Sonoco ThermoSafe, Haub says, is in the process of examining how its 30-plus manufacturing locations can be optimized, and are adding tooling and potential machine capacity as needed. The company hopes to secure offsite storage
locations to build inventories of shippers and refrigerants.

CGT: Small parcels, little risk tolerance

DHL’s recently opened 20,000 square-foot cold-storage facility
in Indianapolis. Credit: DHL

COVID-19 may be grabbing the headlines, but cold-chain
and logistics challenges associated with safeguarding CGTs
and tissue-engineered products are testing the industry’s
capabilities as well. Emerging in recent years, CGTs, also
called “vein-to-vein” therapies, are durable, curative-type
treatments often targeting life-threatening and debilitating
genetic disorders and rare diseases.
Typically involving the production of a customized treatment for each patient, the specialized, closed-loop supply
chain requirements associated with a CGT create unique

Pelican BioThermal is converting its main products to provide a
dry ice capacity. Credit: Pelican BioThermal
challenges. Opportunities for delivery delays and temperature excursions along all the steps in the segmented journey
can create potentially damaging financial and clinical risk.
Heinzen, who notes that his company (Cryoport) has supported four marketed CGTs and six more expected to file for
regulatory approval by the end of the year, says cold-chain issues are particularly challenging for allogeneic CGT products,
as they must be transported to multiple locations, and warehoused or stored until they are infused into one or more patients. On the plus side, according to Schafer, studies have indicated that a single donor set could be used to create therapeutic
doses for more than 200 patients. This means multiple doses
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could be moved in one thermal shipper, significantly reducing
costs to the manufacturer and ultimately the patient, he says.
Nevertheless, the specialized nature of CGTs “create more
cold-chain complexity than ever, particularly in terms of
organizational structure, business processes, digital capabilities, and risk tolerance,” says Berni.
Adding further complexity are other variables associated
with CGTs, such as shock and orientation of the sample,
which needs to be monitored in near real-time, notes Sanjay
Srivastava, PhD, managing director for cell and gene, life
sciences, Accenture. “The industry is evolving but currently
has limited experience and capabilities to incorporate these
types of sensors in the supply chain to manage the deluge of
anticipated CGT shipments,” he says.
The steady growth of the CGT sector is expected to continue. According to the Alliance for Regenerative Medicine
(ARM), as of June 2020, there are 1,078 clinical trials underway for these types of treatments (394 in Phase I, 587 in
Phase II, and 97 in Phase III), with novel efforts aimed at
oncology; musculoskeletal, endocrine, and metabolic disorders; immunology and inflammation; lymphatic disease;
and respiratory disorders; among other conditions. Strong
financing in the CGT space also bodes well for sustained
growth. Between January and June 2020, CGT developers
raised $10.7 billion in financing from IPOs, venture capital,
and other funding sources—a 120% increase from the first
half of 2019, according to ARM. The FDA anticipates it will
approve between 10 to 20 CGTs each year by 2024.
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Amid the CGT explosion, Srivastava points to the need
for logistics providers to run a just-in-time supply chain to
facilitate cell transfer operations and deliver raw materials
to manufacturers and final product to hospitals. Accenture
advocates using the supply chain control tower approach,
which can provide greater visibility by generating alerts
about expected shortfalls and/or delays in production at
suppliers and contract manufacturers and then sequence the
impact these events will have. “The goal is to help logistics
providers move from just providing reactive fixes to creating
synchronized, event-driven value networks,” says Srivastava.
As the number of CGTs (and their volume in the supply
chain) continues to grow, Albert Cooksey, senior vice president, client relations, at ICS, says the company is anticipating heightened demand for cryogenic storage systems, as
well as dry shippers that can maintain internal temperatures
between -150°C and -180°C for an extended period of time.
To grow its cryogenic storage infrastructure and enable
clients to scale their specialty products “from many to millions,” Cooksey says ICS has recently “more than doubled its
refrigeration storage (2 to 8°C) and added liquid nitrogen
cryogenic storage capacity (to enable -180°C).”
Dave Murphy, executive vice president, Quick Specialized
Healthcare Logistics, a unit of Kuehne+Nagel and provider
of transportation and logistics solutions related to the transport of live cells, says “as more CGTs are approved, their
chain-of-custody requirements and volume demands increase substantially, so scalability is key—whether managing
deliveries across a country or around the world.”
To that end, Berni believes service providers in the coldchain space should reassess and redesign their IT infrastructures to “break free from silos and build bridges” in
connecting data across logistics and packaging systems to
enable synchronized operations.
To support ongoing capacity expansion in the CGT
space, six branches of Marken have recently become Cell
and Gene Therapy Centers of Excellence, and a central, dedicated CGT control center has been established at Marken
headquarters in North Carolina. “These branches are supported by the industry’s largest network of liquid nitrogen
(LN2) filling stations, allowing the company to maintain
cryogenic supply chains that operate around the world,” says
Wheeler. “We are able to support the cryogenic transportation (at -150°C) of CGT products using Marken’s LN2 ship-

ping fleet, which is serviced at 14 geographically distributed
locations.”
In August, Cryoport made two strategic acquisitions to expand its footprint in the CGT market—acquiring CryoPDP, a
Paris-based provider of containers, packaging, logistics, courier services, and clinical trials support, which operates 22
facilities in 12 countries; and MVE Biological Solutions, the
life sciences business of Chart Industries. MVE makes vacuum insulated products and cryogenic freezer systems. It has
three manufacturing sites—two in the US and one in China.

Data is king

Perhaps nowhere in the pharma supply
chain is real-time data more important
than in the realm of cold-chain packaging, transportation, storage, and logistics. The goal is to allow all stakeholders to react quickly, before things
go wrong, and enable a data-driven
forensic review of events after the fact.
“Smart monitoring” solutions that
can track internal temperature, light,
pressure, humidity, and tilt—providing real-time visibility and proof of
shipment stability—allow teams to
mobilize quickly, according to Porter.
For example, a recent shipment using
World Courier and ICS’s Cocoon packaging tool was able to
maintain its internal temperature throughout a two-week delivery from Austria to Iraq, he says, which included 10 days of
storage in uncontrolled warehouse temperatures.
Since 2013, SkyCell has amassed more than two billion
data points about cold-chain pharma activities, says Ettl,
which enables the company to identify specific risks, make
the most appropriate adjustments, and improve outcomes.
“This allows us to go from ‘just a gut feeling’ to data-driven
efforts to optimize the supply chain in a more agile and effective way,” explains Ettl. “It’s not enough to know after the
fact that something did not work. It’s far more important to
use advanced IoT capabilities to not only react to losses from
temperature excursions, but to create opportunities to prevent them from occurring in the first place.”
Experts believe advanced machine learning-based algorithms are already showing great promise, “with the most

significant gains being made to inform advanced scheduling
systems by finding patterns in track-and-trace data captured
using IoT-enabled sensors and using the derived insights to
quickly detect patterns and problems,” says Sawicki.
“With these capabilities, you can use past performance
and variables to continually suggest more efficient routes,”
adds Berni.
Richard Wood, technical director at Softbox, says the
industry is experiencing a strong shift toward the use of
real-time monitoring in combination with new methods
for big-data analytics and predicative simulation software
to mitigate risk. “We have seen examples where enhanced
visibility has saved millions of pounds
of pharmaceutical products from potentially damaging temperature excursions,” he says.
Later this year, according to Schafer,
CSafe Global will be launching a new
telemetry technology to expand its
monitoring and reporting capabilities.
“When you collect the appropriate
data and exploit it, you can use the
data-driven insights to select the optimum routings, carriers, and packaging solutions to meet the customers’
quality, service, and cost expectations
and drive continuous service improvement,”
adds Jon Chapman, vice president, pharma healthcare, at
Kuehne + Nagel.
COVID-19-sparked challenges present an opportunity
for the integration of blockchain technology for temperature monitoring. “Blockchain is expected to fundamentally
alter the future of cold supply chain, as that would enable
end-to-end traceability of temperature-controlled therapies
and vaccines, and the ability to provide an audit trail of environmental condition monitoring,” says Berni. “Importantly,
blockchain can help to identify which segments of the journey were in control of the shipment when any temperature
excursion or damage occurred.”
In July, SonocoThermoSafe joined forces with IBM to create PharmaPortal, a vendor-neutral blockchain platform for
use by pharmaceutical manufacturers and carriers. The tool
“intends to record a single version of the truth on all events
generated on a package’s journey,” adds Berni.

“Blockchain
is expected to
fundamentally
alter the future of
cold supply chain”
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JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED
Innovative packaging systems help pharma address
sustainability goals
Like many industries, the life sciences sector is working to reduce its
environmental impact by eliminating the use of plastics, reducing waste and
shrinking their carbon footprint. In support of these objectives, leading suppliers
of temperature-controlled shipping solutions are engineering sustainable
packaging that protects temperature sensitive products while simultaneously
protecting the planet.

It was precisely this challenge that fueled the creation of Tempcell™ ECO. Using
innovative corrugated cardboard insulating technology, Softbox Systems
developed Thermaﬂute™, a “pure paper,” plastic-free corrugate with similar
efficiencies to those of traditional expanded polystyrene shippers, while being
easily and globally recyclable. Tempcell
ECO is designed to prevent temperature
excursion when shipping wide-stability
temperature-sensitive products and
has been qualiﬁed for 72 hours of
thermal protection. Routinely dispensed
prescription products, over the counter
medicines and animal health products
Innovative corrugated layers ensure ﬁt
can now be shipped with complete
for purpose product protection and
reliability.
temperature control up to 72 hours.
Tempcell ECO’s ﬁt-for-purpose design is light, strong and versatile; an ideal
solution for all parcel delivery networks. Available in four off-the-shelf sizes with
custom sizes available on request, interiors offer a variable payload space and
ﬂexible conﬁgurations to keep temperatures constant and payloads secure. And
perhaps best of all, the end-user can simply drop it into a recycling bin where the
material can be repurposed seven times over into other eco-friendly products.

Introducing Tempcell™ ECO –
100% recyclable, 100% reliable.
Utilizing Softbox System’s patent-pending Thermaﬂute®
technology, Tempcell™ ECO is qualiﬁed against ISTA 7D Summer
and Winter proﬁles. Its innovative “pure paper” design is 100%
curbside recyclable while providing excellent thermal and
structural protection from pack to unpack. Available in four sizes
with ﬂexible interior conﬁgurations to meet your speciﬁc needs,
Tempcell ECO is the product-friendly, planet-friendly solution
you’ve been waiting for.

For more than 25 years, Softbox Systems has been helping biotech, clinical
research, pharmaceutical, diagnostics, and logistics customers worldwide
overcome signiﬁcant shipping challenges—from variations in temperature to
speed in development and delivery. With the introduction of the plastic-free,
100% curbside recyclable Tempcel™ ECO shippers, Softbox Systems is tackling
the global issue of plastics challenge head-on.
While plastic-based products have long been the standard for
temperature-controlled shipping, and they are technically recyclable, most end
up in landﬁlls or waterways. Amidst a global sustainability movement to reduce
waste, reuse, recycle and recover, there is growing demand for packaging
solutions that are efficient, effective and eco-friendly.

ALL CARDBOARD BOXES
ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL

EcoVadis measures and helps
advance a company’s impact on the
Environment, Labor & Human Rights,
Ethics, and Sustainable Procurement

Additionally, through its partnership
with American Forests, Softbox
Systems will plant three trees for each
one used in production. Through the
ﬁrst half of 2020, Softbox Systems has
planted more than 25,000 trees in
reforestation projects stretching from
Minnesota to Oregon. The company
has also earned a Silver Sustainability
Rating from EcoVadis, the world’s
most trusted business sustainability
rating service. And recently, Tempcell
ECO was recognized by Fast
Company’s 2020 World Changing
Ideas Awards honoring companies,
products and ideas that are making
the world a better place. To learn more
about Softbox Systems and its newest
eco-friendly solution, Tempcell ECO,
visit TempcellEco.com/pc.

Learn more at TempcellECO.com/pc
or call 844.476.3826.
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Securing disrupted cold chains with
The role of these tools amid evolving regulatory,

temperature-monitoring devices
geography, and accessibility considerations

BY ANGELA KERR, SPOTSEE

W

hen it comes to the operation and
optimization of supply chains, cold
chain products have proven to be a
temperamental obstacle. Medical and pharmaceutical
companies have relied on temperature-controlled
supply chains for several decades to preserve and
maintain the usability of their temperature-sensitive
products. Without total transparency or the ability to monitor temperature
at every link in the chain between production and consumption, these
complex cold chains are subject to detrimental disruption and irreversible
product damage.
While the need for a reliable cold chain is far from new,
this demanding logistic segment must now grapple with
additional challenges brought about by the global pandemic.
Increasing demand at reduced capacity is amplifying the
potential for disruption along the chain, while new products
and regulations relating to COVID-19 are introducing
unprecedented obstacles. Despite these issues, the fight
to defeat COVID-19 has made secure transportation of
temperature-sensitive pharmaceuticals, test kits, and related
medical supplies more critical than ever before. Fortunately,
temperature-monitoring devices offer an integral solution for
current challenges in securing pharmaceutical cold chains.
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Cold chain products

Temperature control is a top issue in cold chain logistics
because even the slightest variations can significantly
affect the quality and safety of products. Medical supplies,
pharmaceutical products, and vaccines need cold temperatures
for storage throughout their lifecycle. Blood, transplant
organs, medications, tissue samples, and several other medical
products have extremely strict temperature-control regulations
that must be prioritized to ensure their usability. Because
the chemical makeup of different pharmaceutical products
varies significantly, so do their relative storage requirements.
When a medication is exposed to climates outside a specific

temperature range, whether it be too high or too low, its
chemical stability will likely be impacted. These drugs will
degrade and form impurities that could pose potential health
threats if administered to patients.
Changes to a drug’s physical properties such as variations
in color or texture and presence of strong odor are obvious
indicators of improper storage. In some cases, however,
impurities are not visible to the human eye. If consumed or
used, these products could range from being simply ineffective
to incredibly dangerous to the consumer’s health. In addition
to the physical harm it can cause patients, a breach in the cold
chain can also cause economic harm to suppliers. The cost of
disposing and replacing these pharmaceuticals can amount to
tens of billions of dollars annually.
All these issues remain growing threats to cold chain
logistics, as the number of cold chain products continues to
grow exponentially, and the industry increasingly focuses on
product quality and sensitivity.
Now that we are in the middle of a pandemic, the dangers
of temperature deviations for pharmaceutical products also
apply to COVID-19 test kits, related medical supplies, and
vaccines. A COVID-19 test involves swabbing a patient’s
nose and mouth, and transporting the swab in a kit to a
predetermined testing lab. According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC) guidelines, these
specimens must be refrigerated within a temperature range
of 2–8 °C, then processed within 72 hours after collection.
Some major commercial labs prefer specimens to be frozen
at -20 °C during transportation. Refrigerated samples older
than 72 hours and samples exposed to temperatures outside
the required range may lead to faulty results and rejections.
Temperature deviations can cause the virus to die in transit,
potentially leading to false negative results if not detected and

rejected. Patients may then unknowingly continue to spread
the virus. Rejected samples require re-tests that take valuable
time and may lead to the need for additional testing as a
patient with false results infects more people, using valuable
lab capacity and costing more money.
Vaccines are one of the most common cold chain products
in the medical field. A vaccine’s potency is reduced every time
it is exposed to an improper condition, including overexposure
to heat, cold, or light at any point between manufacturing
and administration. Once lost, potency cannot be restored.
Regulations for different vaccines vary in much the same
way as medications, but every vaccine is considered a cold
chain product. In a world eclipsed by COVID-19, several
biopharmaceutical companies across the globe are working
tirelessly to pursue a vaccine to stop its spread, each of which
are using different methods and technologies for a unique
product. As such, there is no current universal temperature
requirement for maintaining the vaccines’ stability.

Technology and transport

An unbroken and properly functioning cold chain
delivery system keeps temperature-sensitive pharmaceutical
and medical products within the required ranges from their
manufacturing stage to their point of use.
Medicines, vaccines, test kits, and other pharmaceutical
products are made and packaged by the manufacturer before
being transported in refrigerated vehicles or insulated containers
to their destination, where they are then sold or administered.
Depending on demand, capacity, and location, products may
also be stored in refrigerated warehouses before or between
shipments.
With numerous touchpoints and transportation methods
to consider for each medicine, the stakes remain high for
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logistics providers tasked with safely transporting these
products across the world.
The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted the cold chain
process for pharmaceuticals and medical products as related
shutdowns have limited cold chain capacity while the demand
for product delivery only continues to soar.
Additional pressure has been placed on carriers to meet
delivery demands of COVID-19 test kits, vaccine trials,
protective medical equipment, and prescriptions for at-risk
individuals sheltering at home. Prioritizing these products
means that other temperature-sensitive
medications are subject to unexpected
delays and subsequent temperature
deviations. New laws and regulations
from US and foreign jurisdictions have
also impacted the development and
transportation of COVID-19-related
products.
Test kits and vaccine trials have their
own unique set of standards regarding
temperature during transportation,
and many organizations that rely on
these cold chains must now consider
foreign regulations, geography, and accessibility in their effort
to maintain control over the climate their products experience.
Despite all the complexities, cold chains demand integrity
and accountability. Digital technologies like temperature
loggers can play a major role in ensuring these demands and
securing cold chains in the age of COVID-19 and beyond.

Temperature loggers are available in several different models
to address the various needs of users. For most in-transit
purposes, temperature recorders have both a sensor and data
recorder integrated into a compact and lightweight device. At
the end of its journey, data is retrieved from these recorders
and downloaded using a USB.
More advanced models allow the use of a wireless
network to transmit the measurements. With this method,
manufacturers, handlers, shippers, and recipients are alerted
when a product is exposed to temperature conditions beyond
a specific threshold.
Single-use temperature indicators are
another option in the cold chain cycle.
These strips are available at several
temperature thresholds to alert users of
exposure to unacceptable temperature
conditions and the time duration during
which the products remained outside
their ideal range. These types of monitors
can be used to ensure COVID-19 test
kits remain frozen during shipment as
well as storage to avoid false negatives
and meet Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) shipping guidelines.
Altogether, there is a wide range of devices currently
available to meet the evolving protection standards for cold
chains and solve some of its greatest challenges. Without
sensors, there is little-to-no comprehension of climate
conditions once pharmaceuticals and medical products
leave their labs or manufacturing facilities. Products can
unknowingly be damaged by temperature variations and can
put patients at risk. Implementing temperature-monitoring
devices within the shipping and handling stages of the
pharmaceutical and medical cold chain render them more
transparent, reliable, and secure.
These cost-effective monitors are a necessary investment
for managing the transportation and distribution of medicines,
test kits, and vaccine trials during the pandemic, and will likely
play a vital role in the discovery and subsequent administration
of a COVID-19 vaccine for the global community.

Strips are available
at several
temperature
thresholds to alert
users of exposure

Temperature-monitoring devices

Temperature monitors are portable instruments designed
to sense and record temperatures of the indoor and/or outdoor
environments of cargo on the cold chain. Consisting of two
main parts, the recording system picks up the temperature
measured at preset intervals by the sensor and saves the
measurements. This provides manufacturers, transporters,
and recipients a comprehensive record, complete with time
stamps, of the various conditions the products have been
exposed to. Not only do these devices certify the safety and
usability of the product, but they provide real-time visibility
throughout the chain. Logistics operators are then able to
pinpoint inconsistencies, proactively respond to disruptions,
and reduce the likelihood of product damage.
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NAVIGATE THE
NEW NORMAL
Flexible supply chain solutions for today’s
adaptive trial landscape
Designed to support the evolving demands of the clinical
supply ecosystem, our advanced global GMP depot
network helps you reach patients faster by storing clinical
drugs closer to key recruitment areas. Utilizing advanced
tracking and monitoring for complete end-to-end visibility,
our industry-leading Direct to Patient (DTP) and Home
Health Care (HHC) services integrate into decentralized trial
programs, fueling the virtual trial landscape. Our cell and
gene supply chain service teams provide the expert support
your products need, while our dedicated Cell and Gene
Therapy Control Center ensures flawless execution for each
ultra-sensitive shipment. Simply put, only Marken delivers
the capabilities and oversight needed to seamlessly guide
your program through each stage of the pharmaceutical
journey—from clinical to commercialization.
Wherever you need to go, we’re already there.
MARKEN.COM
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How to prepare a cold chain for

looming COVID-19 demands

Agile approaches to averting vaccine wastage will

be critical to global delivery ramp-up

BY MAHESH VEERINA, CLOUDLEAF

A

smooth distribution process for approved
vaccines for COVID-19 will require successful
product storage and packaging, seamless cold
chain transit, accurate shipping, and reliable storage
solutions at the point of care. A kink in the process, such
as cold transport issues or logistics delays, could spell
disaster for vaccine distribution.
Two main cold chain challenges need to be solved quickly
to enable effective distribution of a COVID-19 vaccine.
1. Temperature excursions. The biologics supply chain
is rife with challenges, ranging from preventing temperature
excursions to achieving 100% compliance with FDA regulations.
As the drive to develop more innovative drugs accelerates, the
need for reliable temperature-controlled supply chains has
become a critical priority. According to the IQVIA Institute
for Human Data Science, the biopharma industry loses $35
billion annually as a result of temperature-control failures across
supply chains. These jeopardize drug quality and stability, as
well as compliance for products that are shipped globally.
2. Lack of visibility into the cold chain. Companies need
specific information about the condition, timing, and location
of products, raw materials, and product subcomponents based
on real-time data. What’s the real-time location, temperature,
and humidity data for perishable products? Have perishable
ingredients degraded in a container stuck at a port? Did timesensitive biomedical material end up in quarantine? How
will these factors impact product delivery times? What can
be done to remediate these situations? This level of oversight
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is crucial to improving velocity through points of congestion
in the supply chain. Armed with this kind of detailed data
and actionable intelligence, pharmaa companies can focus on
prioritizing what is moving out, know when products move
through congestion points, and leverage this data to re-route .

Optimizing the cold chain

The foundation of supply chain agility is visibility. Visibility
enables knowledge of what is going on to mobilize supply chain
members and partners to act accordingly. The company that
successfully discovers a COVID-19 vaccine will undoubtedly
require visibility, but at this global scale and given the gravity
of the situation, simply knowing where a product is will not be
enough to effectively deliver it.
Supply chain sensing in a manner that is quick to detect and
respond to the slight changes, signals, or influences requires a
powerful sensing system. The key to this kind of sensing lies in
the ability to use technologies such as Internet of Things (IoT)
devices and cloud computing, while leveraging advanced
technologies such as sensors, visual machine learning (ML),
and integrated systems. By enabling this oversight and insight

of the vulnerable points of the cold supply chain, the sensed
data can be analyzed, with direct connectivity to planning and
execution systems. This way, the value of timely and accurate
sensing can help reduce obsolescence or allow a vaccine to
be used at the most needed demand points. AI and ML are
critical technologies in this process, since they can be used to
analyze the tremendous amount of data that will be collected.
That data can be reviewed using traditional AI/ML techniques
to do predictions with a fair amount of accuracy.
For example, it is highly likely that the lead time to deliver
supplies by a third-party logistics(3PL) entity to a factory can
be accurately estimated, and an estimated arrival time can
be provided to the “receiving” side of the factory so that the
appropriate resources can be lined up “just in time.”
The World Health Organization estimates that up to 50%
of vaccines are wasted globally every year due to improper
temperature management and the inability of logistics to
support the end-to-end cold chain. This spoilage rate could
mean a billion COVID-19 vaccines could be wasted if not
properly handled.
To remain viable, a vaccine needs to be maintained at 2–8
°C throughout the shipping process. It just takes one single
transport leg or storage system that isn’t properly temperaturecontrolled to break the cold chain and spoil an entire shipment
of vaccines. As the drive to develop more innovative drugs
accelerates, this need for reliable temperature-controlled supply
chains has become a top priority. To ensure that temperaturesensitive products don’t spoil or get damaged during transport,
pharma companies need accurate, reliable tracking information.
In the past, cold chain storage providers were using a variety
of siloed data sources to get supply chain information. This
included everything from using manual methods such as handheld bar code scanners to error-prone passive temperature
measurements where companies don’t know when or where
a temperature excursion occurred. Further, when shipments

needed to be located, companies relied on email and phone
calls to access needed information.
New packaging technologies and visibility software tools
are emerging that can help, including the implementation of
track-and-trace technology into Air Cargo container fleets.
Supply chain visibility software makes comprehensive realtime tracking and intervention possible, with companies today
working on individual dosage-level tracking in response to
COVID-19.
One biotech organization was recently able to save $10
million to $15 million every year after deploying supply
chain visibility software that enabled them to get real-time
location and inventory tracking of their biomedical material
containers. The company was also able to easily provide the
FDA with a complete record of product movement history.
Before deploying the platform, they had no method for
tracking dwell time in each zone so that samples didn’t sit too
long before reaching their temperature threshold.

The issue of serialization

Manufacturers also worry about product diversion and
counterfeiting. COVID-19 test kits are a good example of
this, since many yield inaccurate results due to tampering.
Serialization has the potential to greatley reduce counterfeiting.
However, serialized tracking is only available at the pallet level
and during primary carrier transit. This means that there’s a
potential for individual boxes to be removed from the pallet or
be exposed to temperature changes and go unnoticed.
Individual dosage-level tracking would drastically increase
efficiency and planning accuracy in distribution to emerging
markets where delivery routes are less formal and technologically
equipped, as it makes remote monitoring possible.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mahesh Veerina is president and CEO of Cloudleaf, Inc.
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COVID-19 vaccine distribution –
an industry challenge
As vaccines manufacturers gear up for production, the supply chain industry is
preparing for one of the largest product launches in history, estimated to be more
than 150’000 pallets p.a. Distributing the required quality and capacity from
production sites located in EU, USA, India and China to patients around the world
will be a challenge. Temperature, humidity compliance and shock protection will be
key to avoiding delays and losses in the supply chain.

Safe. Secure. Sustainable.
Hybrid pharma containers
that protect our future.
Stable performance for an average of 8.4 days (202hr+)
Up to 50% CO2 reduction and elimination of landfill
Audited performance of less than 0.1% temperature
excursions

Delivering vaccines safely every time
Transporting a new Covid-19 vaccine will require
careful, temperature-controlled shipment through
differing climate and infrastructure conditions
around the globe. SkyCell’s hybrid container solution
independently manages its internal temperature
for more than 8 full days, no matter which climates
it travels through. With no electricity, dry ice or
convection fans required to power its recharge,
hybrid technology offers a supporting bedrock for
our future; establishing the foundations of a more
sustainable supply chain, and assuring the delivery
of fully-functioning vaccines to efficiently eradicate
viruses.
Shock protection for vulnerable vaccines
With the hybrid container’s shock-absorbing feet,
vaccines transported in glass vials are cushioned
from damage caused by the vibrations of vehicles
and forklifts. This seemingly small element of the
hybrid has a profound impact, since even minuscule
particles of glass inside vaccinations can be fatal to

“

a patient. As we rush to deliver a Covid-19 vaccine
to all who need it, the hybrid offers safe solutions
to support us in achieving what we set out to do —
save lives.
Designed for a large-scale vaccine distribution
Conducting a global coronavirus vaccine
distribution necessitates worldwide visibility of
shipments, particularly as there may be limited
stability data upon the arrival of the new vaccine.
With IoT sensors integrated into every SkyCell
hybrid, all products are tracked throughout their
journey with accurate temperature-reading reports.
Our worldwide data pool then drives advanced lane
simulations to identify optimal routes for each new
shipment. Powered by nearly a billion data points,
this tool has kept vaccines moving to where they
need to be without harm, even amid the challenges
of lockdowns and flight delays, and sets a positive
precedence for the delivery of future Covid-19
vaccines.

SkyCell’s IoT monitored hybrid
containers transport some of the
highest value and sensitive biologics
in the world, which includes the largest
maker of vaccines by revenue.
This positions us well to support in
the roll-out of COVID-19 vaccines.
Richard Ettl, SkyCell CEO
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Vendor and Service
COMPANY LISTING (BY ALPHA)
#
4Advice
Mechelen, Belgium
32 (0) 1521 0086
7PSolutions
Nashville TN
812 988 4430
www.7psolutions.biz

A
AAR Corp.
Wood Dale, IL
630 227 2000
www.aarcorp.com
AeroSafe Global
(formerly American Aerogel Corp.)
Rochester, NY
585 328 2140
www.aerosafeglobal.com
Air Canada Cargo
Saint-Laurent, QC
800 387 4865
www.aircanada.com/cargo
Air Charter Authority
Floral Park NY
516 719 0600
www.aircharterauthority.com
Air France/KLM Cargo
Jamaica, NY
800 556 9000
www.afklcargo.com

AIT Worldwide
Itasca, IL
630 766 8300
www.aitworldwide.com
Alloga Europe
Surrey, UK
44 (0) 7765 216 977
www.alloga-europe.com
Almac Group Ltd.
Craigavon, UK
44 (0) 28 3833 2200
www.almacgroup.com
American Airlines Cargo
DFW Airport, TX
800 334 5299
www.aacargo.com
American Thermal Instruments, Inc.
Dayton, OH
800 648 6339
www.americanthermal.com
Amerijet
Ft. Lauderdale FL
800 927 6059
www.amerijet.com
AmSafe
Phoenix, AZ
602 850 2850
www.amsafe.com
A.P. Moller – Maersk A/S
Hedeager 5
8200 Aarhus N Denmark
45 8934 8000
www.maersk.com
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AT&T M2M
Dallas, TX
210 821 4105
www.att.com/m2m

B
Berlinger & Co. AG
Ganterschwil, Switzerland
41 (0) 71 982 88 11
www.berlinger.ch

Provider Directory
Boyle Transportation
Billerica, MA
800 343 2004
www.boyletransport.com

Center for Supply Chain Studies
Newtown PA
215 584 7374
www.C4SCS.org

ColdKeepers LLC
Thomasville, GA
(229) 551 9200
www.coldkeepers.com

BT9 international
London, England
44 203 137 40 31
www.bt9-tech.com

Ceva Logistics
Edison, NJ
732 225 7600
www.cevalogistics.com

Controlant
Grensasvegur 7, 108
Reykjavik, Iceland
354 517 0630
www.controlant.com

C

Biocair
Cambridge, UK
44 (0) 1223 245 223
www.biocair.com

Cal/Amp
Irvine CA
(888) 3CA-LAMP
www.calamp.com

BioCision, LLC
Larkspur, CA
415 785 8516
www.biocision.com

Cargolux
Luxembourg Airport, Luxembourg
352 4211 1
www.cargolux.com

BioLife Solutions
Bothell, WA
425 402 1400
www.biolifesolutions.com

Catalent Pharma Solutions
Somerset, NJ
732 537 6200
www.catalent.com

Bio Pharma Logistics Group
Mont-Saint-Guibert, Belgium
32 (0) 1047 1900
www.biopharmalogistics.com

Cathay Pacific Cargo
Jamaica, NY
800 628 6960
www.cathaypacificcargo.com

BioStorage Technologies
Indianapolis, IN
317 390 1866
www.biostorage.com

Cavalier Logistics
Dulles, VA
800 445 1020
www.cavlog.com

Bolloré Logistics
31-32 Quai de Dion Bouton
92811 Puteaux cedex France
33 1 4696 4433
www.bollore-logistics.com

Celadon Group
Indianapolis, IN 46235
800 235 2366
www.celadontrucking.com

C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc.
Eden Prairie, MN
855 229 6128
www.chrobinson.com
Chromatic Technologies
Colorado Springs, CO
719 592 1557
www.ctiinks.com
Chronicled
San Francisco CA
www.Chronicled.com
Clinical Supplies Management, Inc.
Fargo, ND
866 487 3276
www.csmondemand.com
Cold Box Express LLC
Arab, AL
256 970 2940
www.thecoldbox.com
Coldbox Builders
Vaughn, ON
905 761 5510
www.coldboxbuilders.ca
Cold Chain Technologies
Franklin, MA
800 370 8566
www.coldchaintech.com

Cryoguard Corp.
151 Discovery Lane Ste 107
Colmar, PA 18915
215 712 9019
www.Cryoguard.com
Cryopak/Integreon Global
Edison, NJ
888 827 3393
www.cryopak.com
Cryoport Systems
Irvine, CA
949 232 1900
www.cryoport.com
CSafe LLC
Dayton, OH
937 245 6350
www.csafeglobal.com

D
Dawson Logistics
Danville, IL
618 205 8800
www.dawsonlogistics.com
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DB Schenker
Irvine, CA
800 225 5229
www.dbschenkerusa.com
Delta Cargo
Atlanta, GA
800 DLCARGO
www.deltacargo.com
Delta T GmbH
Fernwald, Germany
49 641 330 55540
www.deltaT.de
DeltaTrak
Pleasanton, CA
800 962 6776
www.deltatrak.com
DGP Intelsius Ltd.
York, UK
44 1904 607 390
www.intelsius.com
DHL Express
Plantation, FL
800 225 5345
www.dhl-usa.com
DKSH Hong Kong Ltd.
Hong Kong
852 2895 0888
www.dksh.com
DoKaSch Temperature Solutions GmbH
Kelsterbach Germany
+49 6142 836 938 40
www.dokasch-ts.com
DSC Logistics
Des Plaines, IL
847 390 6800
www.dsclogistics.com
DuPont Protective Solutions
Richmond, VA
www.aircargocovers.dupont.com

Dyzle BV
Almere, Netherlands
31 36 523 3900
www.dyzle.com

E
EFP Corp
Elkhart, IN
574 295 4690
www.efpcorp.com
Eastman Chemical Company
Kingsport, TN
423 229 2000
www.eastman.com/medical
Elitech Technology, Inc.
Milpitas, CA
(408) 844 4070
www.elitech.com

Escort Verification Technologies
Buchanan, VA
540 254 1433
www.integreonglobal.com

Geodis Wilson
Schiphol, Netherlands
31 2 06 55 71 00
www.geodiswilson.com

Insulated Products Corp.
Rancho Dominguez, CA
310 638 0900
www.ipcpack.com

EXAM Packaging SPRL/BVBA
Strombeek-Bever, Belgium
32 (0) 2 460 77 55
www.exampackaging.be

Global Cold Chain Solutions Pty Ltd.
Victoria, Australia
(03) 9330 3603
www.globalcoldchain.com

Integreon Global
Edison, NJ
888 827 3393
www.integreonglobal.com

Exel Life Sciences
Westerville, OH
877 272 1054
www.exel.com

GMD Pharma Solutions
Oakville, ON
905 827 1300
www.gmdpharma.ca

Intelsius, a DGP Company
York, UK
44 1904 607 390
www.intelsius.com

H

J

Hanhaa Ltd.
London, England
www.hanhaa.com

Jarden (Lifefoam) Life Sciences
Hunt Valley, MD
800 650 6139
www.jardenlifesciences.com

Expeditors
Seattle, WA
206 674 3400
www.expeditors.com

F

Elpro-Buchs AG
Buchs, Switzerland
41 (0) 81 750 0311
www.elpro.com

Farrar Scientific
Marietta, OH
740 374 8300
www.farrarscientific.com

Emball’Iso
St. Georges de Reneins, France
33 (0) 4 7409 7080
www.emballiso.com

FedEx Custom Critical
Uniontown, OH
800 762 3787
www.customcritical.fedex.com

Emirates SkyCargo
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
971 600 566661
www.skycargo.com

FedEx HealthCare Solutions
Memphis, TN
800 463 3339
www.fedex.com/us/healthcare

Envirotainer AB
Upplands Vasby, Sweden
46 586 293 00
www.envirotainer.com

Fresenius Medical Care/TruBlu Logistics
Waltham, MA 02451
877 632 7999
www.trublulogistics.com

Escort Cold Chain Solutions SA
Gordola, Switzerland
41 917 452 138
www.escortcoldchain.com
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G

Gemalto M2M
Munich, Germany
+49 89 21029 9400
www.gemalto.com

Hellmann Worldwide Logistics GmbH
Hamburg, Germany
49 40 75 3700
www.hellmann.net
H. Essers
Transportlaan 4
3600 Genk, Belgium
32 89 32 32 32
www.essers.com

I
IAG Cargo
Heathrow Airport, UK
44 (0) 208 738 4994
www.iagcargo.com
Illuminate Group
8192 Woodland Ctr Blvd
Tampa, FL 33614
813 882 0481
www.illuminategroup.com

K
Kalibox
Plailly, France
33 (0) 3446 34040
www.kalibox.com
Kevothermal (formerly Nanopore
Insulation)
Albuquerque, NM
505 224 9373
www.kevothermal.com
Klinge Corp.
York, PA
717 840 4500
www.klingecorp.com
J. Knipper & Co.
One Healthcare Way
Lakewood, NJ 08701
888 564 7737
www.knipper.com

Kuehne + Nagel
Jersey City, NJ
201 413 5500
www.kuehne-nagel.com

L
Laminar Medica Ltd., Div. Sonoco
ThermoSafe
Herts, UK
www.thermosafe.com
Landstar
Jacksonville, FL
800 872 9400
www.landstar.com
LATAM Cargo
Santiago, Chile
866 435 9526
www.latamcargo.com
LifeConEx
Plantation, FL
954 538 3939
www.lifeconex.com
LifeScience Logistics LLC
DFW Airport, TX
469 844 3699
www.lslog.com
Logistyx Technologies
Rolling Meadows, IL
(847) 884 3699
www.logistyx.com
Logtag Recorders
Auckland, NZ
64 9 448 2311
www.logtagrecorders.com
Lufthansa Cargo
Jamaica, NY
800 LH CARGO
www.lufthansa-cargo.com

Inmark, Inc.
Austell, GA
770 373 3300
www.inmarkinc.com
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Lynden International
Seattle, WA
(800) 926 5703
www.lynden.com

M
Marken / UPS
Durham, NC
919 474 6892
www.marken.com

MNX Global Logistics
Los Angeles, CA
310 330 2300
www.mnx.com
Movianto GmbH / EHDH
Stuttgart, Germany
49 (0) 711 900 597 900
www.movianto.com

N

Masy Systems
Pepperell, MA
978 433 MASY (6279)
www.masy.com

NanoCool
Albuquerque, NM
505 247 4041
www.nanocool.com

MD Logistics
Plainfield, IN
317 838 8900
www.mdlogistics.com

Nature-Pack
Indianapolis, IN
(800) 875 7750
www.nature-pack.com

Menzies Aviation PLC
Heathrow Airport, UK
44 (0) 208 750 6000
www.menziesaviation.com

O

Mesa Laboratories
Markham, Ontario
905 470-1318
www.mesalabs.com
Micro Q Technologies
Scottsdale, AZ
(480) 380 9669
www.microq.com
Minnesota Thermal Science/ A
Pelican Biopharma Company
Plymouth, MN
877 537 9800
www.pelicanbiothermal.com
Modality Solutions
Indianapolis, IN
317 466 1618
www.modality-solutions.com

P
PACE Air Freight
Plainfield, IN
800 752 1418
www.paceairfreight.com
Packaging Coordinators, Inc.
Philadelphia, PA
215 613 3600
www.pciservices.com
Packaging Technology Group, Inc.
Fall River, MA
508 673 1300
www.packagingtech.com
PakSense
Boise, ID
208 489 9010
www.paksense.com
Panalpina
Morristown, NJ
973 683 9000
www.panalpina.com

OCASA Logistics Solutions
Buenos Aires, Argentina
54 11 4785 8585
www.ocasa.com

Panther Premium Logistics
Seville, OH
800 685 0657
www.pantherpremium.com

Oceasoft
720 rue Louis Lupine
34000 Montpellier, France
33 (0)4 99 13 67 30
www.oceasoft.com

Paxstar Specialty Logistics
Salisbury, MD
410 995 8555

OM Healthcare Logistics
Mechanicsville, VA
804 723 7000
www.owens-minor.com
OnAsset Intelligence, Inc.
Irving, TX
972 659 1619
www.onasset.com
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Pelican Biothermal
Torrance, CA
800 473 5422
www.pelican.com
Polar King International
Fort Wayne, IN
800 223 2017
www.polarking.com
Polar Tech Industries
Genoa, IL
800 423 2749
www.polar-tech.com

Priority Solutions International
Swedesboro, NJ
800 257 4777
www.prioritysolutions.com
Protek Cargo Inc.
1568 Airport Blvd
Napa, CA
800 439-1426
www.protekcargo.com

Q
Q Sales & Leasing
Hazel Crest, IL
708 331 0094
www.qsales.com
QuickStat/Quick International
Jamaica, NY
800 856 7828
www.quick.aero/quickstat

R
Randall Manufacturing
Elmhurst, IL
800 323 7424
www.randallmfg.com

RxCrossroads / McKesson
Louisville, KY
800 918 3252
www.rxcrossroads.com

S
Saf-T-Pak/Inmark
Glen Burnie, MD
800 814 7484
www.saftpak.com
Savsu Technologies / BioLife
Albuquerque, NM
505 466 1962
www.savsu.com
Sendum Wireless Corporation
Burnaby, BC
www.sendum.com
Sensitech/Freightwatch International
Beverly, MA
800 843 8367
www.sensitech.com
Sentry BioPharma Services, Inc.
Indianapolis, IN
866 757 7400
www.sentrybps.com

Sofrigam
Rueil Malmaison Cedex, France
33 (0) 1 46 69 8505
www.sofrigam.com
Softbox Systems
Buckinghamshire, UK
44 (0) 1844 203 560
www.softboxsystems.com
Solee (Wuhan) Cold Chain Logistics
Beijing ICP 100024
86 10 5807 5998
www.solee56.cm
Sonoco ThermoSafe
Arlington Heights, IL
800 505 1866
www.thermosafe.com
Southwest Airlines Cargo
Dallas, TX
800 533 1222
www.swacargo.com
Specialty Transport Solutions
International Inc.
Berlin, CT
www.spectransport.com
SpotSee Corp.
Dallas, TX
800 393 7920
www.spotsee.io

RGEES LLC
170 Bradley Branch Rd #6
Arden, NC 28704
828 708 7008
www.rgees.com

Singota Solutions
Bloomington, IN
812 961 1700
www.singota.com

Rhenus Logistics
Holzwickede, Germany
49 230 129 2800
www.rhenus.com

Skelton Truck Lines
Sharon, ON
905 895 6688
www.SkeltonTruck.com

T

R.N.C Industries, Inc.
2510 Mill Center Parkway
Buford, GA 30518
888 844 3864
www.rncind.com

Skycell AG
Zurich, Switzerland
41 44 533 2300
www.skycell.ch

TCP Reliable / Integreon Global
Edison, NJ
888 827 9200
www.tcpreliable.com

SmartCAE
Munich, Germany
49 (0) 89 4510 8878
www.smartcae.de

Tempack/Softbox Solutions
Av. Pau Casals 61
08907 Barcelona, Spain
(34) 93 366 1025
www.tempack.com

Swiss World Cargo
Atlanta, GA
404 765 6400
www.swissworldcargo.com
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Temperature Sensitive Solutions AB
Taby, Sweden
46 8 630 0606
www.tss.se
TemperPack
Richmond, Va
888 647 3630
www.temperpack.com
Temptime Corp.
Morris Plains, NJ
973 630 6000
www.temptimecorp.com
TempTRIP LLC
Broomfield, CO
303 895 3455
www.temptrip.com
Testo, Inc.
Sparta, NJ
800 227 0729
www.testo.com
Texas Foam
Bastrop, TX
512 581 7500
www.texasfoam.com
Thermal Shield Packaging
Div. of Frontier Paper & Packaging
Indianapolis, IN
800 875 7750
www.thermalshield.com

TOTE Maritime
877 775 7447
www.totemaritime.com
Tower Cold Chain Solutions/Kryotrans
Theale RG7 4PE, UK
44 (0) 118 932 5000
www.towercoldchain.com
TP3 Global / Softbox Systems
West Midlands B91 3DL, UK
44 (0) 845 519 1374
www.tp3global.com
TrakCel
Cardiff (Wales) UK
44 (0) 2920 483 729
www.TrakCel.com
Tucker Worldwide
Haddonfield, NJ 08033
800 229 7780
www.tuckerco.com

U
UFP Technologies
172 E Main St
Georgetown, MA 01833
800 372 3172
www.ufpt.com

Thermo Fisher Scientific
Waltham, MA
781 622 1000
www.thermofisher.com

United Airlines Cargo
Chicago, IL
800 822 2746
www.unitedcargo.com
Unitrans
Los Angeles, CA
www.unitrans-us.com

Topa Thermal
Torenlaan 10
2215 RW Voorhout, Netherlands
31 252 200
www.topathermal.com

UPS Healthcare Logistics
Atlanta, GA
800 742 5877
www.thenewlogistics.ups.com/
healthcare

Total Quality, Inc.
Grand Haven, MI
616 846 4529
www.shiptqi.com

UTI Pharma
Brampton, ON
888 458 0055
www.utipharma.com
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V
Vaisala
Woburn, MA
781 933 4500
www.vaisala.com
Va-Q-Tech AG
Wurtzburg, Germany
49 (0) 931 35 9420
www.va-q-tec.com
Varcode
Chicago IL
312 819 7003
www.varcode.com
Vineti, Inc.
San Francisco CA
(415) 704 8730
www.vineti.com

W
Westpak, Inc.
San Jose, CA
408 914 2996
www.westpak.com
Wilpak Group International
Melbourne, Australia
0414 821 432
www.wilpak.com.au
World Courier Inc.
New Hyde Park, NY
800 221 6600
www.worldcourier.com

Y
Yourway Transport
Allentown, PA
888 778 4555
www.yourwaytransport.com

Z
Zuellig Pharma
Hong Kong
852 2845 2677
www.zuelligpharma.com

Pain to practice?

Key lessons for supply chain post-pandemic
BY FERDI STEINMANN, OPEN TEXT

T

he global coronavirus pandemic has triggered fear that
the global and extended pharmaceutical supply chain
would crumble. In practice, it has proved remarkably resilient
with drug shortages kept to a minimum, though the crisis has
exposed weaknesses in the supply chain that must be addressed
as the world recovers and prepares for what the future holds.
What has traditionally been viewed as a weakness of the
pharma supply chain has actually proven to be one of its
strengths. Lead times are regularly four to six months or even
longer, reports state, ensuring some short-term resilience.
However, should disruptions in the manufacturing of raw
materials or active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) last for
more than two or three months, a trickle-down effect could
result that may have lasting ramifications globally.
The situation is even more acute for the global supply
of medical products. The worldwide shortage of personal
protection equipment (PPE) has demonstrated both the
difficulty of meeting demand when the supply chain is underprepared and the challenges in ramping up production and
supply when there is pressure to deliver.
Here are a few supply chain lessons that pharma and medical
product companies can learn from the COVID-19 pandemic.
Overreliance on few sources of supply. COVID-19 didn’t
expose the industry’s overreliance on China and India for raw
materials, APIs, and increasingly finished products. Instead, it
has brought home what that overreliance can mean when faced
with a global health crisis. For example, the US and Europe
may be the two largest API manufacturers in the world, but
China and India combined have a greater market share than
both, and India is the world’s largest manufacturer of generics.
Any lasting disruption for these markets will have real
impacts further down the supply chain. It is instructive to note
that this impact doesn’t always come from direct disruption. For
example, India temporarily banned the export of some generic
drugs as the government was worried about shortages in its
domestic market. COVID-19 has demonstrated just how real
these supply chain risks are, and the need for pharma companies

to, wherever possible, have multiple
sources of supply spread across different
geographies so they can quickly switch
production from highly impacted to lesser impacted territories.
Security of supply is a matter of national importance.
The pandemic woke up regulators and world leaders to the
ongoing industry effort in the US and Europe to rebalance the
pharmaceutical and medical product supply chains. In truth,
this trend has been underway for some time. The US congress
and the EU have debated the issues and had tentatively started
to legislate to address the imbalance. Both governing bodies
spoke openly about the need to safeguard the world’s drug
supply from the vulnerabilities inherent in relying on any one
region for a significant proportion of essential raw materials
and APIs. The security of supply for medicines will be a major
political issue and we can expect all governments to continue
to develop local capacity and secure local supply.
Supply chain resilience means more complexity. Medical
supply chains have only grown more complex as they have
integrated many different types of organizations within them.
The need to quickly select between suppliers in different
markets and regions and expand manufacturing into new
territories to satisfy the increasing demand of governments
and regulators adds complexity.
Meanwhile, regulations such as the Drug Supply Chain
Security Act (DSCSA) place added stress on how pharma
works with partners, distributors, and logistics providers.
Although we’re seeing some DSCSA exemptions to deal with
the pandemic, resilience is required to meet track and trace,
monitoring, and licensing requirements. To achieve this level of
resilience, companies need to work harder and smarter to deliver
full digitization to every part of their supply chain operations.
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